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Abstract
We consider strategies for backups from the viewpoint of competitive analysis of online prob-
lems. We concentrate upon the realistic case that faults are rare, i.e. the cost of work between
two faults is typically large compared to the cost of one backup. Instead of the (worst-case)
competitive ratio we use a re/ned and more expressive quality measure, in terms of the average
fault frequency. The interesting matter is, roughly speaking, to adapt the backup frequency to the
fault frequency, while future faults are unpredictable. We give an asymptotically optimal deter-
ministic strategy and propose a randomized strategy whose expected cost beats the deterministic
bound. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Online problems; Nonstandard competitive analysis; Backup costs; Randomized
strategy
1. Introducing the backup problem
The main method to protect data from loss (due to power failure, physical destruc-
tion of storage media, deletion by accident, etc.) is to save, from time to time, the
current status of the /le (or /le system, project, database, etc.), one is editing. Such
a backup incurs some cost, but loss of data is also very costly and annoying, and
faults are unpredictable. So we have a typical online cost minimization problem, and
it is a natural question what competitive analysis of online problems can explain about
backup (autosave) strategies. For basic concepts of competitive analysis we refer to
[1]. Backups are an important cost factor for companies, banks, administrative o=ces,
etc., that have to manage huge amounts of data with high security requirements.
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For a theoretical treatment we have to adopt a cost model. In this paper, we will
only consider the following basic model. Some /le is being edited, while faults appear.
The cost of work per time is assumed to be constant. Every backup incurs some /xed
cost as well. We may w.l.o.g. choose the time unit and cost unit in such a way that
every unit of working time and every backup incurs cost 1. In case of a fault, all the
work done that is after the most recent backup is lost and must be repeated. Before
this, we have to recover the last consistent status from the backup, which incurs cost
R (a constant ratio of recovery and backup cost). The goal is to minimize the total
additional cost of a piece of work, which is the sum of costs for repeated working
time (or delay), backups and recoveries. The normal working time is not counted, as
we have to pay for it in any case.
Although this model surely does not reFect all practical aspects, it seems to be the
simplest reasonable model, and it should be understood as an entry point for analysing
online backup strategies in more detailed models. Perhaps, the main criticism is con-
cerned with the constant backup cost. In practice, the cost of a backup depends some-
how on the amount of data. However, the constant cost assumption is also suitable in
many cases, e.g. if
• the costs of a save operation have a large constant part, whereas the amount of data
makes no signi/cant diHerence and can be neglected and
• the system always saves the entire /le though the changes are minor updates not
aHecting the size. These updates may typically concern scattered small parts of
the /le, and then it is easier to maintain full backups, rather than saving only the
changes, and gluing these parts together after each fault.
Moreover, if we consider the backup costs consisting of a constant part and a second
part proportional to the amount of work (changings of data), we obtain similar results
as in the present paper, because the linear part may just be added to the normal working
costs. In other words, this more realistic cost model can be reduced to the constant
cost model.
Extended cost models may, of course, take more aspects into account: faults which
have more fatal implications than just repeated work (such as loss of hardly retrievable
data, interruption of running services, etc.), backups which may be faulty in turn,
handing faults that are detected later, working costs not being simply proportional to
changes—to mention a few.
It is usual in competitive analysis to compare the costs of an online strategy to
the costs of a clairvoyant (oJine) strategy which has prior knowledge of the prob-
lem instance (here, the times when faults appear). Their worst-case ratio is called
the competitive ratio. We remark that, for our problem, an optimal oJine strategy
is easy to establish but not useful in developing online strategies, so we omit this
subject.
In the literature, only a few online problems have been considered where a problem
instance merely consists of a sequence of points in time: multiple rent-to-buy (or spin-
block), acknowledgement delay, and some special online scheduling problems fall into
this category, cf. the references.
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The present note is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a quality measure
for backup strategies, called the excess rate c. It is a re/nement of the competitive ratio
in the sense that it is expressed in terms of some natural parameter of the problem
instance, namely the fault frequency f, and thus it is more intuitive than the worst-
case competitive ratio. 1 We assume that f is “small” compared to 1 (think of 0.01 or
0.0001), which is realistic and simpli/es things considerably. One can easily show that
the cost per time unit behaves as M(
√
f); the constant coe=cient is the mentioned c.
We show that c¿2 for any deterministic strategy, and then we turn to upper bounds,
i.e. strategies.
If we preliminarily assume that f (but not the times of faults) is known in advance
then an online player can trivially achieve c=2. In Section 3, we derive a deterministic
strategy for previously unknown f, such that c tends to 2 with the growing number n
of faults, independent of the distribution of faults. Hence, it is asymptotically optimal.
More speci/cally, we get c=2 + O(log n=n). An intuitive explanation of this result
is that the online player learns, with each new fault, more about the true parameter
f. However, it is not obvious that (and how quickly) limit 2 will be reached: An
adversary might present a very irregular pattern of faults, such that the online player
must often revise his conjecture about f, while always paying for too many backups
or for too much lost work in the meantime. 2 It would be interesting to know whether
O(log n=n) is the fastest possible approximation to the limit.
In Section 4, we give an optimal randomized 1-fault strategy with c=2 against an
oblivious adversary, and we extend it to a randomized strategy with c=
√
2 in the
limit, i.e. after many faults.
2. Rare faults and a reformulation
Consider a piece of work that requires p time units and is to be carried out nonstop.
A time interval I of length p is earmarked for this job. Let n be the number of
faults that will appear during I . The ratio f= n=p is referred to as the average fault
frequency, with respect to I . In realistic scenarios, f is quite small compared to 1,
i.e. the time equivalent of the cost of one backup is much smaller than the average
distance between faults; thus, we will focus attention on this case of rare faults.
If the online player knows f in advance (but not the times the faults appear at), then
it is not a bad idea to make a backup every 1=
√
f time units. Namely, the backup cost
per time unit is
√
f, and every fault destroys work to the value of at most 1=
√
f,
hence the average cost of work to be repeated is bounded by
√
f per time unit.
The
√
f fraction of work which was lost must be fetched later, immediately after I .
New faults can occur in this extra time interval, but this adds lower-order terms
1 Another well-known example of such a re/nement of the competitive ratio is the so-called online search
problem (cf. [1, Section 14:1]), with the global Fuctuation ratio as instance parameter.
2 German language has the appropriate expression “Lehrgeld zahlen” for this.
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to the costs. Hence, the cost per time is at most 1 + 2
√
f + Rf, and the stretch
(i.e. ratio of completion time and productive time) is 1 +
√
f, subject to O(f)
terms.
An oJine player can trivially succeed with 1+(1+R)f=1+O(f) average cost per
time, making a backup immediately before each fault. (This is not necessarily optimal!)
We shall see below that any online strategy incurs the cost at least 1 +
√
f per time
unit, in the worst case. Hence, the competitive ratio still behaves as 1 + M(
√
f) for
small f. This suggests to simply consider the cost per time incurred by an online
strategy, rather than the slightly smaller competitive ratio. In particular, the constant R
we have preliminarily introduced appears in the O(f) term only, thus we will suppress
it henceforth. We also omit summand 1 for normal work and merely consider the
additional cost for backups and lost (i.e. repeated) work per time unit, which is M(
√
f).
Throughout the paper, the coe=cient c in c
√
f is called the excess rate.
The next simple observation shows that the average fault frequency is intrinsic in
the competitive ratio, as mentioned. (Particularly, no competitive online strategy exists
if faults are unrestricted.)
Proposition 1. For any fault frequency f; even if the online player knows f before-
hand; no deterministic backup strategy can guarantee an excess rate below 1:
Proof. An adversary partitions the time axis into phases of length 1=f and places one
fault in each phase, by the following rule: If there occurs a gap of 1=
√
f time units
between backups, then the adversary injects a fault there. Hence, the online player
loses 1=
√
f time in this case and the ratio of lost time is
√
f. Otherwise, if the
distance between consecutive backups were always smaller than 1=
√
f then more than
1=
√
f backups have been made, hence the backup cost per time is at least
√
f. In
that case, the adversary injects a fault at the end of the phase, in order to keep the
fault frequency f.
In practice, not even f can be assumed to be known in advance. Therefore, the
interesting matter is to adapt the backup frequency to the observed faults, so as to
achieve the best possible excess rate c.
Before continuing we would like to give two remarks, suggesting that other objectives
would be less interesting:
(1) One might also study the excess rate in terms of the smallest fault distance d,
rather than the fault frequency f. However, this is not very natural, since a pair of
faults occurring close together may be an exceptional event, and d can only decrease
in time, so using d as a parameter would yield very cautious strategies. Moreover,
note that, trivially, any online strategy with excess rate c
√
f also has the upper bound
c=
√
d.
(2) If R and a strategy with excess rate c is given, then one may easily compute f
that maximizes (1 + c
√
f)=(1 + (1 + R)f), thus estimating the worst-case competitive
ratio, but this number is less meaningful than c itself.
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Clearly, a bounded excess rate can only exist in the case f¿0, in other words,
provided at least one fault occurs. If f=0 then already the /rst backup yields an
in/nite c, but if the online player makes no backups at all, speculating on absence of
faults, the adversary can foil him by a late fault, which also yields an excess rate not
bounded by any constant.
An elegant viewpoint avoiding this f=0 singularity is the following reformulation
of the problem. Consider a stream of work whose length is not a priori bounded. (This
may even be a permanent job.) Given n, what c can be achieved for the piece of work
up to the nth fault? (If the nth fault appears after p time units, then f is understood
to be n=p.) We refer to the corresponding strategies as n-fault strategies. This version
of the problem is also supported by
Proposition 2. If we partition; in retrospect; the work time interval arbitrarily into
phases each containing at least one fault; such that we have achieved an excess rate
c in every phase; then the overall excess rate is also bounded by c.
Proof. Assume that the ith phase has length pi and contains ni¿0 faults. Let fi = ni=pi
denote the fault frequency in the ith phase. By assumption, the cost of ith phase
is pic
√
ni=pi = c
√
nipi. Exploiting an elementary inequality, the total cost is
bounded by
c
∑
i
√
nipi 6 c
√∑
i
ni
√∑
i
pi = c
√
np = pc
√
f:
Therefore, once we have an n-fault strategy with excess rate c, we may apply it
repeatedly to phases of n faults each, thus keeping an overall excess rate c.
We conclude this section with a stronger lower bound. The quite trivial Proposition 1
remains true for randomized strategies and an adaptive adversary. If the adversary has
no obligation to meet some prescribed f, then we can show
Theorem 3. No backup strategy can guarantee an excess rate below 2 against an
adaptive adversary.
Proof. The adversary partitions the time axis into phases of some /xed length t¿2
and behaves as follows. If the online player did not make any backup in a phase, then
the adversary injects a fault at the end of this phase. Let x be the fraction of phases
without backup, thus ending with a fault. Here, the online player pays 1 per time for
repeated work. In the remaining 1− x fraction of phases he pays 1=t or more per time
for backups. Hence, the average cost per time is at least x + (1 − x)=t. Furthermore,
note that f= x=t. Thus, the coe=cient of
√
f is
c =
(
x +
1
t
− x
t
) √
t√
x
=
√
tx +
1√
tx
−
√
x√
t
:
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The online player can minimize c choosing any strategy with x=1=(t−1) which yields
c =
√
t√
t − 1 +
√
t − 1√
t
− 1√
t(t − 1)
and also means f=1=t(t − 1). Now the assertion follows obviously. Note that c can
be made arbitrarily close to 2 with large enough t.
This lower bound does not exclude the existence of a randomized strategy with c¡2
against an oblivious adversary who must /x the fault times beforehand. In fact, we will
give such a strategy later on. Note that, in Theorem 3, the adversary can permanently
decide whether to inject a fault or not, depending on the online players’ behaviour.
Thus, he can also gain some information about the coin tosses in a randomized online
strategy. (Of course, the oblivious adversary better reFects the real-world situation.)
In the deterministic case however, the adversaries all have the same power, hence it
follows
Corollary 4. No deterministic backup strategy can guarantee an excess rate better
than 2.
In the next section, we develop concrete deterministic n-fault strategies which achieve
c=2 in the limit. Thus, Corollary 4 is a matching lower bound and our strategy is
asymptotically optimal. In the proofs, we /rst consider a sort of continuous analogue
of the discrete problem. Doing so we can /rst ignore tedious technicalities and conve-
niently obtain a heuristic solution which we discretize afterwards. The bound for the
discrete strategy is then rigorously veri/ed.
3. Deterministic n-fault strategies
We /rst settle case n=1.
Theorem 5. There exists a deterministic 1-fault strategy with c=
√
8; and this is the
optimal excess rate.
Proof. Work begins w.l.o.g. at time 0. A backup strategy is speci/ed by the integer-
valued function y(x) describing the number of backups made before time x2. (This
quadratic scale will prove convenient.) In order to get a heuristic solution, we admit
diHerentiable real functions y instead of integer-valued ones. That is, we provisionally
/x the asymptotic growth of backup numbers only in time, but not the particular backup
times.
We have to assign suitable costs to such functions. Assume that the fault occurs
between time (x− 1)2 and x2. Then the cost of backups and lost work incurred so far
is bounded by y(x) + 2x=y′(x). Namely, at most y(x) backups have been made, and,
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in the worst case, the fault appears immediately before a planned backup, hence, the
lost time may equal the distance of consecutive backups. This distance can be roughly
estimated as 2x=y′(x), since y′(x) is the backup density on the quadratic scale, and
x2 − (x − 1)2¡2x.
Remember that c
√
f is the cost per time. Since f=1=x2, the excess rate c is the
cost divided by x. So our y and c must satisfy y(x) + 2x=y′(x)6cx for all x. We can
assume equality, since every backup may be deferred until coe=cient c is reached.
The resulting diHerential equation y+2x=y′= cx with y(0)= 0 has the solution y= ax
with suitable constant a. Substitution yields a+2=a= c. The optimal c=
√
8 is achieved
with a=
√
2.
Translating this back, let us make the xth backup at time x2=2. Is is not hard to
verify accurately that this strategy has costs per time unit bounded by
√
8
√
f. Let the
fault appear at time u2, with x2=2¡u26(x + 1)2=2. The excess rate at this moment is
obviously
c =
x + u2 − x2=2
u
:
This term is monotone increasing in u within this interval, so we may consider u2 =
(x + 1)2=2, implying
c =
√
2
2x + 1=2
x + 1
¡ 2
√
2:
Next, we extend the idea to n faults. Here, the excess rate improves upon the 1-fault
optimum, if we combine n single-fault phases appropriately. Note that the inequality
used in Proposition 2 is tight for equal-length phases only, so it should be possible to
beat
√
8 by adapting the backup frequency.
Lemma 6. Any deterministic n-fault strategy with excess rate cn yields a deterministic
(n+ 1)-fault strategy with excess rate
cn+1 =
c2nn+ 2
cn
√
n2 + n
:
Proof. Apply the given n-fault strategy up to the nth fault which occurs, say, at time
z2. With c := cn, the cost of backups and lost time until the nth fault is c
√
fz2 = c
√
nz.
Let y(x) denote the number of further backups until time (z + x)2. Assuming that the
(n + 1)th fault appears at time (z + x)2 and allowing for diHerentiable real functions
y, the total cost up to this moment is bounded by
c
√
nz + y(x) + 2(z + x)=y′(x):
(The arguments are the same as in Theorem 5.) On the other hand, with C := cn+1,
the cost up to (z + x)2 is
C
√
n+ 1(z + x):
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Together, this yields the diHerential equation
c
√
nz + y(x) + 2(z + x)=y′(x) = C
√
n+ 1(z + x)
with y(0)= 0. A (quite obvious) solution is given by y(x)= c
√
nx, and C as claimed.
Once we have derived this solution heuristically, we can verify it exactly.
Using the backup function y(x)= c
√
nx means to make the kth backup after z2 at
time (z + k=c
√
n)2. Let the next fault appear at time (z + u)2, with
(
z +
k
c
√
n
)2
¡ (z + u)2 6
(
z +
k + 1
c
√
n
)2
:
Then we have
C =
c
√
nz + k + (z + u)2 − (z + k=c√n)2√
n+ 1(z + u)
:
Considering the derivative dC=du we /nd that C(u) can attain its maximum only at
the endpoints of the interval. In the case u= k=c
√
n we get
C = c
√
n
n+ 1
¡
c2n+ 2
c
√
n2 + n
:
So it su=ces to consider u=(k +1)=c
√
n. Obvious algebraic manipulation yields, in a
few steps
C =
c2n+ 2 + kc
√
n=z + (2k + 1)=(c
√
nz)
c
√
n2 + n+ (k + 1)
√
n+ 1=z
:
In the numerator, replace k with k + 1 and 2k + 1 with 2k + 2. Then we see that
C ¡
c2n+ 2
c
√
n2 + n
also in this case.
Note that the excess rate at any time after the nth fault is smaller than
√
(n+ 1)=ncn.
For n→∞ we get:
Theorem 7. There exists a deterministic backup strategy with an excess rate cn after
n faults; such that lim cn=2. More speci9cally; we have cn=2 + O(log n=n):
Proof. Consider the sequence cn given by Lemma 6. With sn := c2n , we get
sn+1 =
(snn+ 2)2
sn(n2 + n)
:
Further, let be sn=4 + rn=n. By straightforward manipulation we obtain
rn+1 = rn +
4
4n+ rn
:
Thus, rn=O(ln n), lim sn=4, and lim cn=2, independent of the start value.
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4. A randomized backup strategy
As an example in the rent-to-buy problem [4], suitable randomization signi/cantly
improves the expected cost against an oblivious adversary (who has no insight into the
online player’s random decisions).
Theorem 8. There exists a randomized 1-fault strategy with expected excess rate c
such that limf→0 c=2.
Proof. First, we prove a slightly weaker result, since we will use it in this form in
the next theorem.
We modify the deterministic strategy of Theorem 5 with c=2
√
2. The xth backup
is made at time (x+ r)2=2, where r is a /xed number, randomly chosen from interval
[0; 1]. This randomized strategy makes the same number of backups as our deterministic
strategy did, but it is clear that the expected loss of working time is about half the
worst-case loss incurred by S (subject to some failure vanishing with f, i.e. with
the growing backup number). Furthermore, remember that in Theorem 5, both the
backups and the worst-case loss of time contributed the same amount a=
√
2 to c. We
conclude that our randomized strategy is only 34 times as expensive as S, which gives
limf→0 c=3=
√
2.
The slightly better excess rate 2 is achieved if we make the xth backup at time
(x + r)2 instead! Namely, this reduces both the backup cost and the expected loss by
the same factor
√
2.
For n faults we have:
Theorem 9. There exists a randomized backup strategy with expected excess rate cn
after n faults; such that limf→0 limn→∞ cn=
√
2.
Proof. The method of Lemma 6 of extending an n-fault strategy to an (n + 1)-fault
strategy is also applicable in the randomized case, i.e. if c is the expected excess rate:
If we apply a scheme as in the weaker 3=
√
2 version of Theorem 8, then the number of
backups y(x) is deterministic (subject to ±1 deviations), and 2(z+x)=y′(x) is replaced
with the expected loss, i.e. divided by 2. We therefore use the modi/ed equation
c
√
nz + y(x) + (z + x)=y′(x) = C
√
n+ 1(z + x)
to obtain C which is the expected cn+1. A solution is given by y(x)= c
√
nx and
C =
c2n+ 2
c
√
n2 + n
:
Here, we omit the discretization and strict veri/cation, since the arguments follow the
lines of Lemma 6.
Finally, let sn= c2n . We get lim sn=2 similarly as in Theorem 7. The straightforward
calculations are omitted again.
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Unlike the deterministic case, it remains open whether this result is optimal. At least
we can give a lower bound in the 1-fault case, showing that Theorem 8 is optimal.
Theorem 10. No randomized 1-fault strategy can guarantee an expected excess rate
below 2:
Proof. We adopt Yao’s principle. Suppose that we can prove a lower bound c for
the expected excess rate of every deterministic strategy, applied to a speci/c random
problem instance, that is, a point in a /nite time interval [l; r] where the fault occurs,
sampled according to some probability distribution p. Any randomized strategy can be
considered as a random choice among the possible deterministic strategies. (We remark
that, by discretization of the time axis, we can restrict ourselves to arbitrarily large but
/nite sets of instances and strategies.) Hence, the expected excess rate of a randomized
algorithm on the random instance is at least c. Therefore, the expected excess rate is
at least c also on some /xed instance.
A deterministic strategy is speci/ed by the function y(x) indicating the number of
backups until time x2, provided the fault does not come earlier than at x2. Once again
we allow diHerentiable real monotone functions y. The random instance is given by
a density function p on [l; r]. Then the expected excess rate can be conveniently ex-
pressed as c=
∫ r
l (y=x+1=y
′)p dx, by similar arguments as earlier. Under the condition
that the fault appears at time around x2, the total backup cost is y(x), the current backup
distance is 2x=y′(x), and due to the random choice of fault time (roughly speaking: by
local averaging), the expected loss of work is only half this distance; moreover, we
have to multiply the cost by f=
√
f=
√
f=1=x to get the excess rate. The discretiza-
tion error becomes arbitrarily small for large r. We omit tedious technicalities.
More speci/cally, we choose l=1, r=e1=, and p(x)= x, where ¿0 is arbitrarily
small but /xed. Note that

∫ e1=
1
dx=x = 1:
We look for a function y¿0 (with y(0)= 0) that minimizes
c = 
∫ e1=
1
(y=x2 + 1=xy′) dx:
With F(x; y; y′) :=y=x2 + 1=xy′, such a y must satisfy the Euler–Lagrange diHerential
equation @F=@y=(d=dx)@F=@y′ which yields z3 − z=2xz′, where z :=y′. An obvious
solution is z=1, hence y= x and thus c=2.
We are not yet ready, as there is another type of solution to be considered.
Separating the variables in the diHerential equation for z, we get dz=(z3− z)= dx=(2x).
Standard integration methods followed by exponentiation give z=1=
√
1− ax with
parameter a which must satisfy 0¡ae1=¡1. From y′= z and y(0)= 0 it follows
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that y=(2=a)(1−√1− ax). Evaluation of
c = 
∫ e1=
1
(
2
a
1−√1− ax
x2
+
√
1− ax
x
)
dx
is cumbersome, but we may use some estimations. Since a¿0, we have
y
x2
=
2
ax2
ax
1 +
√
1− ax ¿
1
x
such that the /rst summand of the integral is at least 1. Exploiting that
√
1− ax¿1−ax,
the second summand is at least 1− ae1= + a¿1− . Thus, we have c¿2− .
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